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Results and conclusion. 
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Why cooperative learning?
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Research questions, objectives, and methods
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class climate
foundation for learning and cognition
cooperative activities

Participants, data collection and analysis scheme
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Table 1
The data analysis scheme for research on cooperative learning

Case contexts

Case 1 Case 2

Case accounts

Th
em
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Video Group
observation

form

Interviews 
with

pupils

Interview
with

teacher

Class climate X X

Teacher role X X

Group work X X X X
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Research results

Case contexts
Lesson 1. 

 

Task 1 (5 minutes)

Task 2
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Task 3 th st 

Lesson 2

Task 1

Task 2
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Task 3

Case accounts 

Classroom setting. 

Lesson content

Time allocation.
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The teacher’s role.
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Positive interdependence

face-to-face interaction interpersonal small 
group skills
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promotive interaction positive 
interdependence

Face-to-face promotive interaction

Table 2
Observed promotive interaction during Lesson 1

Episode Duration Evidence Comments
Orientation 
towards a 
result: 
working to-
gether; 
sharing jobs;
interaction;
body positions;
sharing items 
and materials; 
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Encouraging 
interaction:
discussion;
encouragement 
to speak;
listening;
directing;

Leadership 
(responsibil-
ity):
job distribu-
tion;
providing help; 

Leadership 
(manage-
ment):
monitoring the 
work of others;
directing 
towards the 
result; 
providing op-
portunities for 
others; 

others to concentrate on 
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Figure 1
Visual examples of face-to-face promotive interaction in Lesson 1

Figure 2
Visual examples of material sharing in Lesson 1
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Table 3
Observed promotive interaction during Lesson 2
Episodes Duration Evidence Comments
Orientation 
towards a 
result: 
working to-
gether; 
sharing jobs;
interaction;
body positions;
sharing items 
and materials 

Encouraging 
interaction:
discussion;
encouragement 
to speak;
listening;
directing;

Leadership 
(responsibil-
ity):
job distribution;
providing help; 

Leadership 
(manage-
ment):
monitoring the 
work of others;
directing oth-
ers towards the 
result; 
providing op-
portunities for 
others;

No instances were observed in 
the target group.

- 

- 

- 
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Someone can explain things to you; you don’t have to do everything, write 
everything by yourself. Your friends can help you.

Because then we do everything faster and we can agree faster. 
You are not the only one doing everything since someone helps, and well, there 

is responsibility because it’s not all on you, but on others too. You are not alone.

information.

 

1-because I had a handout [information prepared by classmates]. There was 

when I needed to write. 
Linas helped; well--not really helped. He showed me the sheet about 

seems to be the smartest. 
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Individual and group accountability

positive interdependence

individual accountability
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Interpersonal and small group social skills
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Table 4
Examples of the teacher’s input in fostering teamwork skills during Lesson 1
Episodes Duration Evidence Comments
The 
teacher’s 
role in 
fostering 
pupils’ 
teamwork 
and social 
skills. 

If you 
cannot think of a fact on your 
own, ask a teammate for help.

very 
well

so-so

Group processing
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Table 5

Episodes Duration Evidence Comments

what did we 
accomplish? 
What else 
should we 
do? How 
can we 
do that 
differently?
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Conclusions

Note:
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